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Darlings,
S

isters, friends, lovers, companions, brothers,
mates and others...
Wizards, creators, witches, builders, crafters, magik
makers, pookas, knockers, Sidhs and pixies...
Faeries of all kind, shape, color, age, sex, gender,
race, culture, and religion…
Once you came to Folleterre, maybe you came again
and again, maybe you never came back, we still
send you a newsletter, every now and then, because
we love you (and because you’re on the list).
This newsletter is like a cake, a dessert, it has a lot of
ingredients, some very delicious, some more solid,
all very interesting!
We felt inspired by all the previous faeries who
made this possible, whocreated magic on the
sacred land of Folleterre, who connected with their
hearts and ours, who shared stories and laughters,
and we are happy to contribute to the life of the
Sanctuary, sharing news about the land, work of
the stewards, autumnal cooking recipes, ritual ideas
and some iconography...,This has been possible
thanks to the many contributions of so many
Faeries! Thank you all babes, you’re gorgeous, we
love you


Enjoy!

Photographs from
Anuga,Bad Dog,
Junis,Kairos’
Mum & Son,
Lovey David,
Mark, Mata Hari,
Tricky, Waverider
and pictures from
here and there
on the web.
Graphics,
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by Luby, Kairos
Edited by Luby & Fox
just for you!
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PETIT OURS RAYON DE MIEL

Poem

FOLLETERRE

An old Indian gazing mischievously
Looking into the skies explained to me
That the only truth is Nature
She is the key to your future
She is the mother, the genitrix
She is the creative force
Everything is united in a sole prayer
The smallest stone and the water of the river
You who have locked your gods
In your silent books
Closed are your doors
For your wisdoms are dead
Lay your hearts bare
Return to where you come from
Children of the Earth
Rediscover the chants of your mother
They are the rain and they are the wind
And the songs of the oceans
They are the beat of the universe
and the pace of the earth

INSPIRATION
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OPENING RITUAL INCANTATION
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N
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FAEDRA, FOXIE DEUX MILLE

“W

e are in the Harvest Time,
Time when the Earth’s life-giving potential is fulfilled.
Time to have rituals to contact ghosts, ancestors and
spirits.
Time to invoque Goddesses and Gods of harvest,
Nature and Fertility :
Saturne, Ops, Gaïa, Flora, Pan, Cernunnos, Demeter,
Persephone, Hecate, Isis, Hun Hunahpu, Xipe-totec,
Tlaloc, Diane, Astarte...
Time to invoque Faerie Ancestos like, Morgane,
Viviane, Mélusine, Persine, Carabosse, Titiana, Oberon,
Kerridwen, Harry Hay, Donna Summer, Klaus Nomi,
Tinkerbelle, Freddy Mercury, Judy Garland, David
Bowie...
And also time for us, dear faeries, time to celebrate the
fearies we are.
Ritual is a way of making sanctuary with our Faerie
Energies and co-creating new realities.
The World is rich, magic and mysterious, therefore we,
Faeries, are designed to perpetuate the richness, the
magic and the mystery.
Before us, our faerie ancestors did this with passions.
Ô our radical fearie ancestors, who lived, suffered,
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Your wisdom gives us knowledge and vice versa.
Your extravaganza gives us hope.
Your resistance brings us faith.
Your inspiration gives birth to harmony in our souls &
hearts.
Take care of us.
Share with us your gifts.
Help us to Heal
Help us to Feel
Help us to express love and care.
We are standing, facing the universe, and receive our
gratitude with the sound of our voices.
Gentle faeries, you know that we are all magical. Each
of us is magical because of our ability to transform our
life.
To change fear, ignorance, hate and shame into
consciousness, love, beauty and strength.

AN INCANTATION TO INVOKE ANCESTORS AND
SPIRITS FOR A FAERY GATHERING TO START
Co-created by Faedra and Foxie Deux Mille
for the Summer Gathering 2015

OPENING RITUAL

„
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Columba livia
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NEWS FROM THE STEWARDS

D
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STEWARD CIRCLE
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Steward circle facilitator (Walnut)

STEWARDS TASKS & ROLES FOR 2016 - 2017

-Prepares steward circle meeting agendas and dates
-Monitors online discussions and decision-making
-Helps in communication about Steward Circle process

Gathering Princess (Yareth)

STEWARD

CIRCLE
By themselves

*
THE STEWARDS ARE FAERIES WHO COMMIT TO TAKE CARE,
SUPPORT AND HELP WITH THE MAINTENANCE, DEVELOPMENT AND VISION OF FOLLETERRE SANCTUARY.

*
Opposite are some role descriptions identified by the stewards to help things run more
smoothly. Contact us if you want to know
more or if you are interested in helping out.
stewards(at)folleterre.org

LIFE AT THE SANCTUARY

-Finds hosts and co-hosts for gatherings
-Organizes the calendar of gatherings
-Provides information for gathering hosts
-Helps in communication about gatherings

Land Pixie (Mushroom)

-Facilitates the development of short and long-term land management plans
-Helps in communication about land maintenance projects

Lady of the House (Dee Tale)

-Monitors maintenances and development projects for the house
-Facilitates the development of a long-term vision for the house
-Helps in communication about house projects

Listen Lady (Walnut)

-Answers emails from outside Folleterre

Historian (Hyacinth)

-Maintains records of Steward Circle decisions
-Communicates SC work with wider community

Rédactrices de la Newsletter (Foxie & Luby)
-Collects and edits content for the Newsletter
-Distributes Newsletter

Assistant to Secretary (Willow)

-Helps orchestrate the fight against the Quarry
-Seeds and moderates discussions on the online forums
-connects and moderates with the EuroFaerieFund Stewards

Resident Liaison (Notre Dame)

-Communicates with residents and resident-applicants and the Steward

NEWS FROM THE STEWARD CIRCLE
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PLANT WISDOM BY JUNIS

FILIPENDULA ULMARIA

LA REINE DES PRÉS

MEADOWSWEET
*
BATTLING COLDS, FLUE AND DIGESTIVE PROBLEMS
WITH HERBS FROM THE LAND

*
One of the plants on our land you cannot
overlook, because it is present in such large
quantities, is Meadowsweet, Queen of the
Meadow, or Reine des Prés. In summer the
sloping field next to the garden colors
completely white with it.

Filipendula ulmaria

LIFE AT THE SANCTUARY

*
Before I recommended Black Berry, but
Meadowsweet comes just as close when
it comes to beneficial properties. Even
richer in minerals and just as good to boost
resistance when feverish, affected by colds
or flue. Blood cleansing and, vasculair
widening, just what aspirine does, due
to an ingredient also present in Aspirine,
‘salicine’. So it is great to fight pains caused
by migraine or common headaches! Anther
property is its nerve calming effect, so when
having difficulty sleeping take the blooming
top of a plant (flower, leaves and stem) cut
up in smaller pieces and make a tea pouring
boiling water over a quarter cup of herbs.
ENJOY THE RICH TASTE!

*

(meadowsweet)

PLANT WISDOM

WHAT HAS THE STEWARD CIRCLE BEEN DOING SINCE THE LAST
NEWSLETTER?

22

Hyacinth

*

The Great Circle approved the Steward Circle for 2016/17: Pikachu,
Foxie 2000, Mushroom, Notre Dame, Walnut, Willow, Yareth,
Dee Tale, Richard, Miqxture, and me. We had our first 4 hours of
meetings right after the Great Circle.

The budget presented and approved at the Great Circle had a few
items that were pending the approval of the new stewards, and, after
a few items about our own internal process, we talked about them.
The project for the Hospitality Suite (presented in the Summer 2016
Newsletter) was approved. This will improve that room, make it more
accessible, and increase the number of people who can sleep there.
We also reached consensus on the roof savings plan: for the next
10 years, 2000 euro will be put aside each year for major work on
the roof. The bathhouse saving plan (also 2000 euro/year) did not
get consensus because there were some large questions about the
nature and necessity of this plan, but we will continue discussing it in
future meetings. Dee Tale wanted feedback on a process to create a
community vision for the house, which everyone seemed to like.
After a break, Willow and I described some of the on-going projects
and roles that faeries have volunteered for this year. Walnut is the
Steward Circle Facilitator, Yareth is next year’s Gathering Princess,

Mushroom is coordinating land projects, Dee Tale is doing the
same for the house, Notre Dame is our Resident Liaison, Willow
volunteered to moderate the new forums when they’re ready, Foxie
and Luby are editing the newsletter, Walnut is our point of contact for
the Outside World, and I volunteered to continue the Steward Circle’s
documentation and communication. Then we had a big discussion of
questions stewards intend to use for future discussions of residency
and, after some modifications, achieved consensus there. More
process, and then we were done.
In the months since that meeting, we’ve been busy with the official
paperwork to transfer roles from the previous Administrative Circle
to the new one. Tricky, Stillmark, and Wood Pigeon left everything
in such good condition that it was easy for Foxie, Pikachu, and me to
get to work.
We also passed 3 more proposals online: to install the old mailbox
closer to the house to use as a money box, to fully repay the
mortgage, and to buy some new fire safety equipment.
Being a steward is not just about talking and decision-making; it’s
also work. Walnut and the design committee have been planning
the details of the Hospitality Suite Project, Willow is coordinating
Folleterre’s quarry opposition, Foxie and I have been researching and
discussing the Statutes and Internal Rules revisions, Goro and Walnut
have been working on the new forums, Yareth has been finding
organizers for next year’s gatherings and starting the calendar....
It has been a busy few months, and a good start to this year.

*
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NEWS FROM THE STEWARD CIRCLE
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LOVE & BEAUTY BY PACA
HOW TO

REFRESH

YOUR WIG!
*

I ONLY WASHED A WIG ONCE, BUT IT’S STILL IN GOOD SHAPE
SO D’ACCORD HERE’S A RECIPE:

*

1. Fill up a bucket with cold water.
2. Add a bit of mild shampoo and, or softener. And
why not some essential oil, for instance aspic lavender.
3. Plunge the wig into it and wash it, delicately. Let it
soak for a bit.
4. Rinse thoroughly, with cold water, if possible
without tingling the so-called «hair» too much.
5. Wring the wig, delicately, with a towel.
6. Shake it, delicately, to untangle the fibers so they
come into place.
7. Let it dry on something skull-like, without brushing
it.
8. Once it’s dry, brush it, delicately of course, with
a hairy brush or wooden brunch, worst case with
fingers, but not with an iron brush nor a fork. This
would break the fiber baby.
So keywords are “cold water” and “delicately”. For a
more punk look, do the opposite. For an apocalyptic
look, use a hairdryer and a curling iron.

LIFE AT THE SANCTUARY

LOAN REIMBURSED, SEPTEMBER 26TH
Hyacinth

26

*

principal of the loan, with several thousand euro left over for the
reserve.

Good news, everyfaerie! We repaid the entire loan, 45 months

I talked to our banker, confirmed the numbers, and the Steward
Circle discussed this and achieved consensus.

In 2005, the co-collaborators behind Folleterre took out a loan from
Credit Mutuel to purchase the sanctuary. It was a 15-year loan with
3.9% annual interest.

On September 27, the loan was repaid. Compared to the normal
repayment schedule, we saved 2716 euro in insurance fees, 2377 euro
in interest, but paid an early reimbursement penalty of 599 euro. In
total, the Sanctuary saved 4494 euro.

early.

For the last 11 years, we have paid 794.69 euro each month to pay
back the loan. 60 euro of that money is a monthly insurance fee.
The remaining 734.69 euro is divided between interest and principal
(capital).
After the Summer and Tantrastic Gatherings, I noticed that we had
already collected several thousand euro more from gathering income
than predicted at the 2016 Great Circle.
Combining the unallocated money from the budget, the remaining
money budgeted for this year’s loan payments, and the difference
in the pre- and post-loan reserve (our reserve was set to 9000 euro,
calculated as a function of our mortgage payments, and would be
1200 euro if calculated the same way, but the stewards agreed to a
higher reserve of 5000 euro), there was more than enough money
available for early reimbursement.
Another way of looking at it is that we had enough money in the
bank to pay for all of our regular expenses (maintenance, taxes,
insurance...), all of the special projects we’re working on for this
year (orchard, hospitality suite, quarry fight), the entire remaining

To me, this is an enormous statement about the health of this
community. The contributions from so many faeries made this
possible, and not just the financial contributions. Everything we
have done over the last few years to build an atmosphere of trust,
collaboration, and care-taking have made this possible.
What we don’t have anymore, though, is enough money to cover
projects that we might plan at the next Great Circle. While we will
certainly have a positive account balance this year, we do need to
maintain the contributing and spending habits of the last few years
to maintain our current lifestyle, at least until the next Great Circle
where we can decide if we want this to represent a more fundamental
change in how we operate.
The bank can never take away the Sanctuary now. We can (if we
choose, and I hope we do) move to a saving-based method of
self-financing large projects. Gathering organizers can stop saying
“mortgage” when asking for contributions and start saying, “OMG
look at all the awesome projects the community has planned.”
Condragulations, faeries! We are the winners of this challenge!

*
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WALNUT’S

Pumpkin Pie

The recipe is very
simple — a spiced
and pumpkin
enriched custard
baked in a pie cr
us
t.
The best kind of
pumpkin to use fo
r this is actually
butternut squash
or any other pum
pkin with tancolored skin and
firm dark-orange
fle
sh. Simply
peel, cut into chun
ks, and steam th
en purée with a
mixer. Try to drai
n out some water
from your puree
if possible for the
richest pumpkin
fla
vor and a firmer
custard.
1 pie crust, tart
shell, or «Pâte br
isée»
3 large eggs
1/2 cup (100 gram
s) white sugar
1/3 cup (65 gram
s) brown sugar
500g pumpkin pu
ree
3/4 cup (175 ml)
heavy whipping
cream
1 teaspoon vanilla
extract
1/2 teaspoon salt
1 1/2 teaspoons
ground cinnamon
1/2 teaspoon grou
nd ginger
1/4 teaspoon grou
nd cloves, nutmeg
, allspice
Roll out a chilled
pie crust or pâte
brisée and line a
round tart pan or
other shallow ba
king dish with th
pastry crust. In
e
a large bowl, whi
sk
together eggs
and sugars, then
whisk in cream an
d pumpkin puree,
followed by spices
and salt. Pour in
to prepared
tart-shell and ba
ke at 180C for 35
-50 minutes (tim
depends on thickn
e
ess—less time in
a thin pan, more
in a thick one) un
til the center has
set and the top is
golden-brown—it
may be a little bi
t wobbley. Allow
pie to cool compl
the
etely before serv
ing so the custar
can firm up. Best
d
served with whipp
ed cream or
vanilla ice cream
.
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Arion rufus (2) Helix pomatia (5)
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GREAT CIRCLE 2016

M I N U T E S

FOXIE DEUX MILLE

MINUTES BY FOXIE

GREAT CIRCLE

2016 JULY 30 TO 31

T

he 30th and 31st of July of the glamorous year
2016, the annual Great Circle of Folleterre friends,
companions, and lovers was held. This is always
a v e r y i mp or t a nt m om e nt i n t h e l i fe o u r t h e
community, a time to share information, to welcome and greet new
stewards, to thank and appreciate the works and the changes, to
reflect and plan for the future, to receive and integrate input and
visions from the wider faery community so the stewards can continue their office as care takers, vision keepers and facilitators of the
life of the Sanctuary. It is also a time for taking a break, some distance
and question what we do as faeries and as stewards in our duties.
On the 30th of July, we had different workshops run by stewards
on different topics where we wanted to have input from a biggest
number of faeries: we could discuss Membership, the change of
the Statutes of the association, Land and house development, etc.
On the 31st, we circled together for the Great Circle, wonderfully
facilitated by Wood Pigeon (aka Angel) following the principles of
sociocracy, a decision making process based on equivalence, clarity
and mutual understanding of the goals of the circle.
This year’s Great Circle was blessed with the presence of Silver,
Bad Dog, Kitty Kat, Baby V, Tricky, Junis, Paradox (aka Oxymoro),
Stillwater (aka E.W.), Dee Tale, Timo, Gabriel, Foxie 2000, Petit
Bison, Petit Ours, Cacahuète, Thamas Zukindra Willow, NotreDame-des-Arbres, Pikachu, Bleu Bleu, Goro, Sparks, Birk, Filou,
Hyacinth, Happy Bee, Green Man, Wood Pigeon and Lumen.
Excused 2015-2016 Stewards: Yareth, Walnut, Richard, Lovebug,
Lanai, Mushroom, Kisses, and Micquey Miqxture.
We started by sharing gratitude for the lovely space prepared for
the Great Circle, and then followed the proposed agenda

LIFE AT THE SANCTUARY

MINUTES BY FOXIE

1/ SOCIOCRACY AS A METHODOLOGY
FOR THE GREAT CIRCLE
After a brief exposé, Sociocracy is chosen
by the assembly for the length of this
meeting. Principles of equivalence (every
voice is equally valid in the circle and is
given equal space), clarity (we make sure
every proposal is clear before reacting),
inclusiveness (reactions are heard and
proposals are amended in consequence)
and consent : we take decisions that we
agree to be good enough for now and
safe enough to try. Paramount Objections
can be raised when one of the 3 following
critierion is met :
1/ the decisions is not ours to make or is
not consistent with our goals, 2/ the decision involves a risk for the organisation,
the community or the sanctuary or
3/ if the decision is taken, some faery
would have to leave the community.
Consent is reached, no paramount objection is raised, sociocracy is adopted for
this meeting.
2/ NEW ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL
FOR “LES AMIS DE FOLLETERRE”
Last year’s members of the Administrative Council: Wood Pigeon (President),
Tricky (Treasurer) and Stillmark (Secretary) are all 3 willing to step back from
these official positions and after hearing
proposals for new members of the AC,
the Great Circle unanimously welcomes
and elects:
Pikachu as President
Hyacinth as Treasurer and
Foxie 2000 as Secretary, with the help
from Willow if needed.
These changes have been declared to the
local representation of the State (Préfecture).

3/ NEW STEWARDS CIRCLE
A/ Folleterre Stewards:
We shared thanks and warm appreciation
for the members of the Stewards Circle of
the previous year who wish to step back
for the next cycle ! Thanks and love to
Lanai, Lovebug, Kisses, Stillmark and
Wood Pigeon.
After hearing the pledges of the Stewards
who want to continue and/or join the SC:
Pikachu, Hyacinth, Wallnut, Richard,
Yare t h , Not re - D ame - d e s - Ar bre s ,
Dee Tale, Willow, Miqhey Miqxture
,Mushroom and Foxie 2000 have been
unanimously elected by the Great
Circle to take care, support and manage
Folleterre’s organisation and Sanctuary.
Goro, Paradox (Oxymoro), Gabriel and
Filou offered to be Steward Circle Supporters in their respective fields of competence.
It has been mentioned to the circled that
new stewards may be co-opted during
the year if needed, with the consent of
the Stewards Circle.
B/ Eurofaeries Fundation Stewards:
Until now, Miqhey Miqxture, Willow
and Tumbleweed were the 3 stewards
in charge of the Eurofaeries Fund. This
foundation is what remains of the foundation based in Amsterdam with the aim
to support Faery activities in Europe.
The fund has been transferred to a special account to Folleterre, and the Eurofaeries Fund Stewards are in charge of
overviewing the use of the money they
collected.
2 of theses stewards : Miqxture and
Willow are also Folleterre Stewards,
Tumbleweed wishes to stay as an observer of Folleterre’s SC but doesn’t want to
be directly involved in Folleterre SC.

NEWS FROM THE STEWARD CIRCLE
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MINUTES BY FOXIE

♥

The 3 Eurofaeries Stewards wish to
remain in their office, and the Great
Circle unanimously validates their
choice. Willow, Miqhey Miqxture and
Tumbleweed are re-elected as Eurofaery
Fund Stewards.

6/ ANY OTHER ITEMS
The idea of connecting the house to the
national electric system has been brought
up for the SC to examine in relation with
accessibility reasons.

* The Administrative Council (AC) is the formal structure usually followed by french non profit organisations and so far imposed by our statutes since the foundation of « Les Amis de Folleterre ». The
AC is composed of a President, a Treasurer and a Secretary. These 3 persons are legally bound to the
organisation to represent and be responsible in the name of the organisation (Presidency), to have legal and transparent book keeping (Treasury) and up to date legal paperwork done (Secretary). Since
we are bound by our statutes we have the legal obligation to declare to French authorities any change
of our AC, even though Folleterre’s values and traditions don’t actually recognise any authority given
to the AC. The Steward Circle is working on changes of the Statutes of Folleterre so they match better
our actual needs and values such as equivalence, consent and collective accountability.
** The Stewards Circle is the body of faeries who commit to gather, reflect discuss and act for the care,
support, management and improvement of the Sanctuary.
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♥

4 / F I NA N C IA L A N D SE C R E TA RY
REPORTS
After years of being our dedicated treasurer, Tricky submitted the financial
report in detail to the Great Circle. In
short, finances are good! Books are well
kept and everything is in order so our
new treasurer can take over comfortably.
The details are available on our drop box
for every faery who is interested, and it
has been sent to the Folleterre06 list this
summer.
We heard also the secretary report sent
by Stillmark, ans shared appreciation and
gratitude for his work during 2 full years.
The reports are unanimously validated
by the Great Circle and therefore, the
former members of the AC are officially
free from their duties and responsibilities.
Thanks again !

5/ QUARRY UPDATE
Willow explained to the Circle the
updates about the quarry that a multinational wants to open in Ternuay, affecting
wildlife, nature, neighborhood and faerydom for decades…
He came up with proposals about how to
connect and support the local Association de Sauvegarde, and plans need to be
furtherly made about next steps.
We agreed to reserve 5000 euros on Folleterre 2016 budget to be used for supporting the local organisation against the
quarry, and/or to take actions. The idea of
legal action has been shared, we need to
study these options. The actual use of this
reserve money will be discussed amongst
the SC and the faeries involved.

FOLLETERRE
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ABOUT WATER ON OUR LAND
Dee Tale

40

*

Hiya all,

As you all know there are a couple of sources on the land. However
they come with surface water and hold a risk for disease. So a few
years ago we got a deep well drilled for drinking water. The idea was
to drill so deep that you hit an underground water source. However
with the drilling they only found a source that is trickling very
slowly like a coffee filter. It’s not bad but sure is not enough for big
gatherings. Many of you may have noticed it.
To be honest, I’m not a fan of endless supply of everything on our
Sanctuary. Not only do we want to experiment on how to find good
relations with ourselves and with each other. But I think it’s also
important we discover again what it is to have a good balance with
nature.
What’s wrong if sometimes the lights go out if we used more than
the sun supplies? Or when we run out of water, let’s get a bit more
careful!
The other side is: water is also key to keep a good hygiene! And that’s
very important if you’re with a big group. Before you know it, many
of us are ill.
In society we’re carelessly using drinking water for everything. Let’s
realize we’ve lost our sense of balance there!

*
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The Tank:
So what to do with our source that’s like a coffee filter? Well you can
make lots of coffee if you take time. So if we fill a tank with water
over night, during the day you can use more. We could install a big
tank uphill that holds enough water for a full gathering. But on the
other hand: also that tank can run empty before you know it and we
don’t like to police each other to save water.
So another idea was to have some spare tank with drinking water: let
everybody discover how fast our source is…. And if it runs empty,
you can still get drinking water from just one tap. So that’s what we
installed this summer: a tank in the basement from which you can
only get water from that 1 tap.
It fills as first when the source starts running again and it constantly
refreshes: no dead water in it.
Also faeries told me how last year the source pump drained the
electric system: the pump would every few seconds try to pump the
last tiny bits from the source. As I worked on the system I discovered
there is a special setting for slow wells: now, if the pump detects the
source is dry, it will only turn on after several minutes. Faster doesn’t
make sense: Mother Nature doesn’t give out more.

What’s Next!

*

Now what do we want for the future? Do we want endless supply like
we’re so used to in the outside world? I think we all see the signs of
what happens to mother nature if we keep thinking that way! On the
other hand we do like some comforts and more over I think it’s no
luxury to keep a healthy level of hygiene.

PROJECTS & VISIONS

We can do a lot of things:
·
We have big taps on most places that spill huge amounts of
drinking water. I mean we cook with big pots so some taps should
work fast. But hand washing stations could do with a nice small
amount of water! Please let’s work on this simple solution first! Let’s
show gratitude to what we already have. Most of the dish washing
water doesn’t come from the taps. So I’m very much in favor of
reducing the flow of all outdoor taps drastically.
·
We could also install a bigger tank uphill. One that may need
weeks to fill up fully. But with careless use it will empty before you
know it. So we can also opt for a series of smaller tanks and every
time one runs empty, it takes a special action to switch to the next:
this way you are aware how fast the stock runs out.
·
If we really start storing water, let’s please also separate
functions: drinking water for the kitchen! And let’s start setting up
a 2nd water system, so called grey water, with the other sources on
our land. This way we avoid that we contribute with our pump to the
lowering of ground water levels like it happens everywhere on our
planet.
·
And as we’re getting into a more ‘circular economy’ it may even
be an idea to see how we want to re-use our filtered water from our
sceptic tank?
·
Finally we can ask the drillers of the source to drill deeper and
hope we find more water. After the whole investment of the source it
may be interesting to get it work better.

Balance!
I think we should really start with step 1! Let’s find a way that we
save water without policing each other. A system that doesn’t need
long instructions but that makes faeries aware that what we get from
nature is limited.
Really I think the solution is not in just improving the amounts! It’s
about a balance. And even if driving downhill with cars to get water
is not environmental friendly, it’s a nice nonverbal way to tell that we
have to get careful with our resources….. If that happens one week
per year….. So what!
So maybe we shouldn’t rush to get bigger tanks and deeper sources:
let’s first start saving drinking water!

Bounty!

*

This approach may sound a bit over conservative in such a wet area
but for me it’s also a way for us all to get more aware how precious
water is!
Well and I guess in most traditions you see great rituals to deal with
scarcity: once a year a feast of total abundance! A great spa gathering
in spring or autumn to celebrate the gifts of nature when she is
bountiful! Not only is this fun: it also gives out the message that it’s
not a thing to take for granted.

*
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LOVE & BEAUTY BY OXIMORO
SKIN CARE

BEAUTY

SECRET
*

THE SECRET FOR A SEXY HEATHY FEARIE SKIN? I ASK MY
ANCESTORS: QUEEN CLEOPATRA AND QUEEN ZENOBIA AND THEY
CONFIRMED! THEY WHERE ALSO USING THE SAME SOAP! THE ONE
USED IN THE MEDITERRENNEAN AREA OVER THE LAST 3500 YEARS!!

*
I tell you this stuff is magic and not only because it
floats in water. Ok dear faeries, I’m talking about the
Aleppo Soap.
Made with 100% natural, olive and laurel berry oils,
water and lye. Aleppo soap can be used daily as soap
for washing and shampooing, as face mask, as shaving
cream. Not only it is totally natural and environment
friendly but this soap is also effective against insect
bites and is used for a variety of skin ailments such
as skin allergies, irritated skin or conditions such as
general dermatitis like eczema, psoriasis, bacterial
dermatitis, acne, herpes, rosacea, it also helps prevent
hair loss and it aids in the recovery of skin diseases.
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LOVE & BEAUTY

NOTES FROM THE ORCHARD
Mushroom, Philou, Junis, Bad Dog, Richard. Summary by Walnut

A
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*

few of us garden-faeries have been rubbing our little green
thumbs together and making some big plans for our Orchard.
Planning an orchard is a little bit like vegetal time travel—small
decisions made today will affect growth on our Land for decades or
even centuries into the future. So these days we are being careful,
having a good discussion, and also making some concrete and
achievable goals for the next few years.
At LumberJanes this October, we will begin preparing an orchard
expansion along the track, and will hopefully plant several new fruit
trees—including a few apples grafted by Richard from some of the
ancient trees that have been growing at Folleterre for many years, and
ensuring that they won’t be lost-to-history if one tree dies.
We’re also discussing how to select good tree varieties that will bear
their fruit during our peak gathering period in the summertime—
this means things like plums, cherries, summer-ripening apples, and
small fruits like blueberries!
Plans are also afoot to bring good quality Hazelnut, Walnut, and
maybe even Chestnut trees to the Land in some transitional areas
between wild-forest and gardens.
Finally, we’ve been discussing the devastating disease that is killing
our Ash trees—a situation that we have little control over. With a
little luck some of the wild Ash trees on the land will have resistance
to the fungus, but many are likely to die in the coming years.
Hope to see you on the land at LumberJanes, dear Faerie!
If you’re near Folleterre, a couple of us will try to visit the regional
Apple festival this year in Charmes, October 16. Contact us if you
want to join, and always always feel free to contact us if you have
ideas for the Orchard or Garden and would like to join our workinggroup.
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WHAT GATHERINGS ARE GONNA HAPPEN
NEXT YEAR?

50
O

ur Gathering Princess is working hard to
make gatherings easy and smooth to organize,
here is an exclusive first draft of the plans we
have for next year.

*
We heard rumors of a post Global Gathering at
Folleterre after the Summer Gathering! Dates
still need to be confirmed but keep checking
our website and the albion faeries pages for
more infos about both Global Gathering
at Faertherstone and the after gathering at
Folleterre!

SPRING COMMUNITY WEEK
10th - 21st April 2017
*
BELTANE GATHERING
with Pikachu & Ghislane
22nd April - 1st May 2017
*
SEX MAGICK WORKSHOP
(not confiremed yet)
15th - 22nd July
*
SUMMER COMMUNITY WEEK
23rd - 28th July 2017
*
GREAT CIRCLE
29th - 30th July 2017

*

*
SUMMER GATHERING
31st July - 9th August 2017

CAN’T WAIT BEFORE NEXT YEAR? SEE PAGE 146 FOR 2016 WINTER
GATHERING AT ADANAMA IN ISRAEL FROM DECEMBER 5FH TO 25FH!

*
LAMBERJANES
(not confiremed yet)
16th - 22nd October
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FUTURE GATHERING
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WE NEED YOU FAG!

CALL TO FACILITATE NEXT GATHERINGS

FACILITATORS

WANTED!
You are needed!

*
THIS IS ALL YOU EVER DREAMED OF! A GATHERING WHERE
YOU HAVE THE CHANCE TO MEET EVERYONE, WHERE YOU
ALMOST DON’T MISS ANY CIRCLE AND WHERE YOU HAVE THE
DELICIOUS OPPORTUNITY TO HELP CREATE AN ATMOSPHERE
OF COOPERATION, SERVICE, TRUST, ABUNDANCE, LOVE,
MUTUAL SUPPORT AND CONNECTION TO THE HEART.
ORGANIZING A GATHERING IS THEN JUST FOR YOU !

*
We call you to step up and join the dance of
making magic, learning new skills, and getting
to know more about the sanctuary life and the
gathering secrets! It’s not hard, it’s not difficult,
it does take a bit of time and dedication and
preparation and it is very gratifying! We look
for facilitators in general and anyone who is
willing to support or help in a special way is
very welcome too!
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FUTURE GATHERING NEED
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PRESERVING THE VALLEE

T
R
CAPITALISM

STILLWATER

FOLLETERRE SANCTUARY
VS
QUARRY CAPITALISM
Stillwater f.k.a. eW

*
11 years ago we found Folleterre, our sanctuary
in the European nature reserve Natura 2000.
It is a place where we can come home to the
quietness, beauty and abundance of Mother
Nature, being a part of her, to love and heal, listen
to our hearts and share the joys and sorrows of
life. But our sanctuary is now in danger: about
a year ago we got aware of a multinational
joint venture who wants to tear down a whole
mountain called “Le Bois de Fagramme” in
the immediate vicinity of our sanctuary. They
applied to set up a quarry and excavate 200.000
tons of material each year, meaning destruction
of a beautiful part of nature, lots of noise
and dust and a truckload of gravel every 15
minutes going through the beautiful valley of
the river Ognon. Meditation rock in Folleterre
is not much more than 1500 m away from the
planned site. That is why Folleterre joined the
local Association Sauveguard in the difficult
fight against this horrible venture. Right now
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the French authorities are about to decide
about the application for the quarry. We need
your solidarity! Please support our sanctuary
and the community. You can donate money to
the Association Les Amis de Folleterre, bank
CCM, IBAN FR7610278078610002007620160,
BIC: CMCIFR2A, keyword “quarry”, so we can
pay lawyers or experts or for example you can
send us your photo with your statement that
you love the nature in the valley of the Ognon
river and Folleterre and that you don´t want
the quarry. You could also come to the next
manifestation of the association, which should
take place sometime this year or probably you
have another good idea. If you need help with
your donation or anything else or you would
like more information please contact Tamás
Willow at tomnco72(at)yahoo.com.
STAY INFORMED about the fight to protect the valley with
THE SAUVEGARDE GROUP’S FACEBOOK PAGE, Ternuay NON
Carrière.

*

PROTECTING THE LAND
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CALL TO CREATE A PROTECTION RITUAL

ACTIVISM

& MAGIC

Petit Bison, Galactica & Happy Bee...

*
WHEREVER YOU MAY BE, DARLING FAERIES, ON THE NIGHT
OF THE 21ST OF DECEMBER, FOR THE NIGHT OF WINTER
SOLSTICE, WE CALL YOU TO CREATE RITUALS FOR THE
PROTECTION OF THE VALLEY AND ALL THREATENED SPACES
ON THE EARTH.

*
Join together with faery friends and allies, hold
hands and invoque the power of the Earth, of
all guardian Spirits and protective forces to keep
our wonderful land and its natural surroundings
away from all threat, damage and destruction.
Beware of the Spirits though, they do not like to be fooled!
For our prayers to be heard, they need us to act with integrity
and consistency, and see how do we support or not the forces
of destruction.

PROTECTING THE LAND

MAGICAL ACTIVISM

Petit Bison, Galactica, Kaabeche,
Pan Pan and Happy Bee…

*
The traditions of the Native American Kogi
People used to create links between the spirit of
the mountain and the spirit of the sea, carrying
sea shells up to the mountain, and roots and
stones from the mountain down to the sea. They
say that the mountain and the sea talk to each
other.
Inspired by the idea of connecting spaces, Petit
Bison, together with faery friends, intuitively
recreated the ritual of the ancient ones,
collecting several stones of the Sanctuary and
of the coveted patch of land where promotors
want to build a quarry, close to Folleterre and in
a natural protected valley.
Back in the Alps, Petit Bison uses these stones
as doors towards the Vallée de l’Ognon to ask
for the protection of the Great Spirits through
rituals and prayers, connecting them to energy
streams by placing them in power places in the
mountains. Happy Bee will do a ritual too in

OUTSIDE SANCTUARY

Danemark with stones from the Valley and later
in Chili as well.
Petit Ours asked for the support of the father
of an activist friend of his. Don Sabino, an
eighty years old Shaman from the Kichwa
people in the village of Saryaqu in the Amazon
rainforest. Threatened by the petrol industries,
the Amazonian peoples are very sensitive to the
destruction of the environment, and use direct
political activism as well as rituals to organise
the anti-capitalist resistance.
Galactica, Kabèche and Pan Pan collected stones
from the valley too, and will soon create rituals
for the protection of our land on the island of le
Frioul, a preserved natural ecosystem close to
Marseille.

*

PROTECTING THE LAND
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PLANT WISDOM INSPIRED BY RICHARD

CORYLUS AVELLANA

LE NOISETIER

HAZEL
*

THE HAZEL IS A GENUS OF DECIDUOUS TREES AND
LARGE SHRUBS NATIVE TO THE TEMPERATE NORTHERN
HEMISPHERE. THE GENUS IS USUALLY PLACED IN THE BIRCH
FAMILY, THOUGH SOME BOTANISTS SPLIT THE HAZELS INTO
A SEPARATE FAMILY CORYLACEAE

*
Hazels have simple, rounded leaves with
double-serrate margins. The flowers are
produced very early in spring before the
leaves, and are monoecious, with single-sex
catkins, the male catkins are pale yellow and
5–12 cm long, and the female ones are very
small and largely concealed in the buds,
with only the bright-red, 1-to-3 mm-long
styles visible. The pollen of hazel species,
which are often the cause for allergies in
late winter or early spring.

Corylus avellana
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(hazel)
CORYLUS AVELLANA
MYTHOLOGY & FOLKLORE

*

(not hazel)

MAGICKAL PROPERTIES
Wands made of this wood symbolize white magick and healing.
Forked sticks are used to find water or buried treasure. If outside and
in need of magickal protection quickly draw a circle around yourself
with a hazel branch. To enlist the aid of plant fairies, string hazelnuts
on a cord and hang up in your house or ritual room. Magically, hazel
wood is used to gain knowledge, wisdom and poetic inspiration.
Hazel wood is excellent for making all purpose magickal wands.
Weave hazel twigs into a crown. Put this on your head and wish very
hard. Your wish may come true!
Twigs of Hazel are placed in window frames to protect the house
against lightning, and three pins of hazel wood driven into your house
will protect it from fire.

(hazel)

*
CELTIC ASTROLOGY
August the 5 to September the 1st.
If you’re a Hazel Tree individual, you are very intelligent and clever.
You know a lot about everything, and are an expert in your field. You’re
a great communicator – both in writing and when speaking. You are
very detailed oriented, often planning things out far in advance. Once
you commit yourself to something, you throw
everything you have into it.

PLANT WISDOM
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SUMMER COMMUNITY WEEK 2016
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SUMMER COMMUNITY WEEK MYSTERY

SUMMER COMMUNITY WEEK
2016 JULY 22 TO 29

SUMMER COMMUNITY WEEK MYSTERY

(15-17h), and late afternoon (after a tea
break).
Each job is signed by a little paper and
a drawing pin on the board easy to
remove.
Each faery can pin on the board on
a vertical axis the task he took and
remove it from the line « To Do », to the
line « In Process », or the line « Done »

PROLOGUE
- Allo Hyacinth, guess what? I was talking to a bar friend from Les Souffleurs,
Alfredo, that I’m about to go to Folleterre
around the July the 14th. It’s a long time
he heard a bit about the Faeries from
Bubble, the bar tender, one of us! Then
he told me that I think that it is time for
him to experience that and proposed me
to go there with his car. We have an extra
place, would you like to share the travel
or you already booked you’re train ticket.
-No Luby, that’s wonderful, I’ll join you.
By the way, I heard from the stewards
that we don’t have any facilitator for the
Summer Community Week, I think you
can handle it, now you’re an experienced
faery, aren’t you? How do you feel about
that?
- (…)
- Luby?
- Well, give me one day to reflect, and
some details about it? How are we supposed to prepare that one?
- It will be very easy, I have one list from
Walnut about few things to fix in the
house and around, plus the last land
report of Richard about the land. It’s just
two/ three pages jobs, you don’t really
have to prepare that much, just the listing
of the arrival and inscription and take
care there of the unofficial arrival.
- OK, I’ll be finishing my work the 4th,
and some administrative application to

get my social aide, plus an internship I’m
applying for, so I’ll be busy with that. I
say I will facilate it on one condition,
that I don’t have to do the preparation
before being in Folleterre.
-Right, we could meet and I print what
you need. I thought you need one day
reflexion. Is that a yes?
MISSION
64 jobs to complete in 9 days to make
the house, land, garden, prairie, and
campsites practical, beautiful and welcoming for one hundred people expected at the Summer Gathering.
MANTRA
MO(O)W | HAY | RAKE | PILE |
PEE | POO | TREE | WOOD
x 3 times repeated to remember the main
tasks of the day!

On the same board, all the other jobs
are pin on a corner named « Still to
Do » to let people choose what they
want.
A map shows the different working sites
of the Land.
Each main site was associate with an
experienced referent: Garden (Philou),
Kitchen (Lanaï), House (Wood pigeon
as « la matrone du chateau »), Land
(Bad Dog), Prairie (Sensual).

Twenty was there already, then
they were Twenty three.
Twenty three little faeries get up
late,
Six chopping up sticks, when
Seven teen pick up other Eight.
Nine little faeries doing Qi-Kong,
Twenty-one having breakfast,
when one ringing the gong.
Thirty one little faeries taking
practicalities,
Ten mowing the land, Four fixing
lunch, and Three on dishes,
Seven at the lake, Two gone to
town, when Five smoke around.
Thirty one little faeries welcoming Three new ones,

To help with all management, I’ve been
helped also by one Steward Advisor
(Hyacinth), one Food Manager (Lanaï),
one Pick up Secretary (Needle as Miss
Moneypenny), one accountant (Hyacint).

Thirty eight little faeries working one by one,

Day was ending with shower, bath,
multi massage, and diner. Then open
time.
Every 3 days, we had Heart Circle.

Day starts with a bell at 9 to wake up,
breakfast, doing body warm up (Chi
Kong by Luby, Yoga Meditation by
Wood Pigeon, Tai-Chi by Heidi), Practical circle at 10.

MYSTERY ON YOUR HANDS AFTER
AGATHA CHRISTIE

GATHERING REPORTS

Three little faeries traveling to
Faery Sanctuary,

As a facilitator, I was coordinating all
sites, going with a faery and tools to
show what and how to do and let her/
him/them be autonomous in the work.

METHOD

Misty’s handmade task board, where
each day fews jobs are proposed for
the morning after Practical circle (1013h), for early afternoon after lunch

the phone,
One give up his train to go by car
with them.

One little faery went to a bar
alone,
He meet a friend in a bar and
then there were some.
Two little faeries was talking on

One arranging bouquet, then
they were Thirty eight.

One answering the phone, then
they were Forty one.
Forty one little Faeries were out
in the late sun,
Thirty six falling asleep, Five
went to cuddle alone,
and when One went to pee at
Three,
Washer was sabotaged, and
plumbing was gone,
Then all little faeries drown, then
they were none!
OPENING CEREMONY

HERE
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1/Body Inner Perception by Thomas
tzukindra Willow:

Closing Eyes
Listening to Each Other Breathing

Circling together in the grass holding
hands,

Feeling to Heart Beat of Others

Closing Eyes, Lâchez les mains

the Forest, the Crickets, the village
church’s bell ?

Being In Touch With Inner Sensations

Listening to the Wind, the Birds,

Feeling Where You’re Weigth is Moving
On Your Feet,

Re-circling.

The Moving Of The Spin

Chill out outside space arrangement
by Luby, Paradox, Ranch relaxing lay
down settle by Needle, Flower arrangements by Alfredo, Fooding by Hyancinth:

2/ Body Outside Perception by Lube
Skywawka:
Opening Eyes
Crossing the Circle One by One
Standing on the periphery of the Circle
The Others vanishing being on your
backside
Facing the Landscape Alone
Gazing it Listening
Focusing on the much far elements
Do you like what you see?
How does it resonate in you?
Which feeling?

Then we’ve been invited to relax to the
bah area converted in a huge cosy Chill
Out unlighted with plenty of candles to
have fresh soda, cold herbal tea, chocolate milk and fruits salad together
and sit around to spend a first evening
together to present the group to each
other having nice little talk outside on a
warm evening, connected to the energy
of water near the source and ready-touse hot bath!
ELLIPSE

Turning back
Looking to each Other
Walking half way to the Circle Center
Looking to each Other
What difference does it make?
3/ Auditive Perception lead by Paradox:
Walking to the center
Touching the shoulder of the Other
Unbalancing you’re Body Wheight
Being Holding by Each Other Shoulders
Walking to the Center
Eliminating all Spaces between each
Other
Being One Compact Body Score

Please close you’re eyes after reading
this line, then take a time to reconnect
yourself to an important moment you
had during this Community Week
Gathering. Keep this nice feeling within you. How does it feel? Where take
place the sensation? The heart? How
does it manifest? Is that warm? Does it
give space in your chest? How does it
move, if it is moving?
If who weren’there:
Imagine Forty little fearies digging,
charging, mowing, scything, piling,
cleaning, building, caring, loving,
talking, washing, cooking, gardening,
driving, over working, under working,
resting, fixing, leaving, beautifying,
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incoming, resting, sightseeing, singing,
laughing, breathing, living, being, blossoming… Can you channel it? How
does it feel?
FEED BACK
We had a lot of fun time, late evening
talk, lot of laughters (Love you Misty,
miss you Needle!), we had such amazing
constructors (Oximoro, Sensual, Mark,
Sylver, Deetale, Kirt, Mysty, Pika Pikatchou, Lego…), so much volunteer worker (Chris, Kitty cat, Bad Dog, Tamàs
tzukindr’a Willow, Petit Ours, Green
Man, Baby V…), joyful houseworkers (Lanaï, Alfredo, Quasi Madame,
Wood pigeon, Hyacinth, etc…). All
my gratitude for all you, your love &
magic: we had so enjoying pleasant and
meaningful time ! Kiss you all, we finished all jobs first week of summer and
be able to offer enough infrastructure
to receive 110 people that respond to
most of there need (3 camping areas, 4
fireplaces, 4 outdoor workshop places,
2 poo stations, 4 pee stations including
2 gender-fucker-pee stations, 2 camp
poo pits, 2 hot water tanks, 2 outdoor
bathtubs, 1 tooth brushing station,
1 amazing outdoor love temple, the
beautyfulest ever!)

THE KEY OF THE PLUMBING MYSTERY
The night of the water damage,
Two minutes before the expulsion of the
washer on the pipe at the fresh new tap
in the breeze way back wall, I went out
of my bed to pee outside. It was 3 am.
Suddenly when I was crossing the
breeze way back home, I heard a big
« TSHHHHHHHHHH » like an angry
cat cry that never ends. It was totally
dark, I turn my torch to the back wall

but it was still totally dark. I was quite
afraid, is that an animal? So I get to the
lobby to turn on the light, then I see a
strong leak on the pipe and water squirting everywhere. So I look up to turn
off the intake tap.
After morning, a Faery discovered that
this manipulation broke the pump system and got upset because one sign was
put under the intake tap to explain that
we should not turn off this tap unless
the pump system has been previously
shut down in the cellar.
Few days before the water damage, an
irresistibly cute dormouse we called
Doris, was living somewhere in the
circus room, and exploring each night
the food barn. Every morning, early
faeries used to see her, walking on the
same water pipe, climbing in and out
the cupboard, stoping her walk when
we approached her and staring at us
without fear. She was beautiful and part
of the Sanctuary.
One day before the water damage, one
faery plumber took Doris miles away
without asking for her consent, which I
think is rude and ungentle. Then Junis,
one fist Folleterre faery, told us that we
should not interfere with Nature ever:
Dormice use to leave in couple and
can have babies to feed, so trapping
one could endanger the family. Even if
direct causality maybe rarely involved
in multifactorial situations, we liked
to see a correlation between the kidnapping of Doris by the plumber at the
same place where Doris like to catwalk
each day, the possibility of considering
the dormouse as a faery type one, with
faery magic abilities, explaining her
living in a sanctuary, plus some elementary karmic balance game that make us
drowning by plumber!

HERE
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EPILOGUE
Few days after the evacuation at several miles away from Doris’ house, and after
the pipe spell, an another dormouse was found, a different one, that faeries named
them/her/him/it Dorian. No babies were found until now. We hopefully realize that
Doris & Dorian are indeed queer polyamourous dormice faeries and they’ll keep
living and loving around happily ever and ever after.
The End,
No end ever exists, just the continuity and multiple transformations, doesn’t it?

BLACK MAIL

*
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LOVE & BEAUTY BY RYTMUS

Get prepared for an

AUTOMN

DETOX
*
HEYA !
ALL FAERIES OF THE WORLD, AUTUMN IS COMING.
NEED TO BE READY FOR THE GRAND FIGHT OF WINTER

READY TO FIGHT GIRRRL!

*

Mother of dragons says:
“No more meat in your mouth, except the
one of your Partner. Let’s purify our bodies
and spread the world”

GATHERING REPORTS
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HOW TO DETOX FOR AUTUMN
Fasten is a good way to make your body rest.
No more food to digest, more energy to be
creative and amotionally available.
Indeed fasten cleans up internal plumbery,
because when the body has Nothing to digest ,
it focuses all its energies on removing dirt from
its Inside.
➢ 1 to 3 days to begin. Infusions galore all day
long, and even a tea spoon of honey per day is
tolerated
(not the honey whose meat you have in the
mouth huh!)
*
If fasten terrifies, mono-diet can be a good
alternative :
- Mashed bananas, organic as far as possible,
are full of benefits : mashing make the fruit
get oxidized, so that starch becomes vegetal
proteins. So do not be afraid of mashing your
big thick banana long time before for it to get
totally oxidized. You will get maximum benefits
in your inside.
- Also grated apples is a good detox option : It
brings malic acid that dissolves stones from
your organs, especially liver.
- Grape mono-cure is a good alternative for
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those who don’t like the other fruits.
➢ 1-3 days for beginners, more for the others.
*
Birch juice is also good to eliminate toxins from
the inside.
1 big-juicy-spoon diluted into 500 mL of water
3 times / day for 3 weeks.
So good to be regenerated by juice from this
big-hard-erected white tree, isn’t it?
*
If things above are not possible, think about
light menus : avoid any prepared-industrial
dishes, prefer green leaves, fruits & vegetables.
The point is to avoid any fat or sugar coming
from elsewhere than plants.
*
Last but not least : seasons change are the
perfect moments to clean up your colon by
water enemas. Luke warm water, or chamomille
infusion (very soft and gentle for your deep
tissues).
Raise your legs, drop in the ass, and feel the
serenity invade your whole Self.
With no more residual food in the corners of
your guts, nutrients exchanges will be better.
After that, your Inside will be as nice
as you really are!
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FOXIE DEUX MILLE

SUMMER UNEXPECTED INTERVIEW

SUMMER GATHERING
2016 AUGUST 1 TO 10
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trips to Ternuay to fill bidons. Extra
shower spots were improvised and a
second bathtub was installed. The Love
Temple and the Ranch both provided
extra room for workshops, and the
weather was good enough most days
that we could play outside. Pee spots
were plentiful. While there was often a
line for the Shit Tower, we had several
alternative facilities.
EFAF: I am curieuse about the
organisation… with such a group, how
did you do?
H: On a practical level, the gathering
worked because there were so many
organizers in addition to me and Foxie.
Wood Pigeon was the gathering’s
Matron du Chateau, organizing
sleeping arrangements in the house
and checking faeries in and out of the
Hospitality Suite. Pikachu was Water
Goddess, and the Summer Gathering
faeries never went thirsty because
of his work. Gabriel and Cacahuete
organized dishes every day, provided
music, saved dessert for the dish
dancers, and kept the dishes teams
happy while they worked. Kisses was
our Spirit of Generosity (aka Money
Goddess) and kept the books accurately
as piles of money came in and out of
the Sanctuary. Needle and Tim were
the pick-up and drop-off secretaries,
taking a big job away from me so that I
could be free to Kitchen Goddess at this
gathering. Willow organized compost,
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recycling, and waste facilities. And
Saliva was our Faerie Great-Godmother,
making sure new faeries were welcomed
and given a tour on the land as they
showed up. Then there were just so
many faeries who were so willing to
take responsibility for tasks and help
when needed, like Change who was
tidying the Shit Tower, Notre Dame who
was bringing us bread…. And so many
experienced faeries – like Lanai and
Green Man and Petit Bison and Silver
and Bleu Bleu… – passing information
to new faeries made it easier to find
people to cook, clean up areas like the
Breakfast Barn and the Kitchen, do
pick-ups and drop-offs, organize rituals,
repair things… The more people I name,
the more I know I’m excluding, since
we had an abundance of care-taking
energy at this gathering. Keeping a
decent rhythm (I rang the bell at 9 AM
every day) helped the gathering stay
somewhat together. The Breakfast Barn
kept people’s energy up.
EFAF: Such a big group ! Was it too busy
or loud at times ?
H: The group was quiet for its size, and
on nice days so many faeries were at
the Lake that the Chateau was fairly
empty. We had just enough room in the
Circus Room for the Auction and No
Talent Show.
This spring, we were visited by Hammer,
the faerie who is organizing next year’s
Global Gathering at Featherstone, and
he estimated Folleterre’s capacity at
200 faeries. While there’s still some
work to be done before we’re ready for
that many people, there were moments
at this Summer Gathering when I would
say, “The sanctuary is half-empty”… and
it felt like the truth.
EFAF: Thank you chérie! Soooo, Foxie,
tell us about the atmosphère ?

Foxie: We have been blessed
with
wonderful weather and joyf
ul time.
We had the opportunity to cele
brate
summer and gather in a love
ly, sweet,
generous, and pretty quiet atm
osphere
with beautiful creative nigh
ts around
the fire, dancing, drumming,
singing
and listening. A lot of worksh
ops have
been offered and attended, and
even
a birthday celebration ending
with a
lovely unplanned night ritual
by the
fire (hot)! Heart circles wer
e held
everyday, sometimes several
times a
day, sometimes in a specific
tongue
to provide an inclusive spac
e for non
native english speakers who
find it
more difficult to listen and
share from
the heart in a foreign languag
e or
because it is sometimes easi
er to share
from the heart in our first tong
ue.
Forums, inpired by ZEGG com
munity,
have been offered regularly
bby Wood
Pigeon, creating a space for
heart,
mind and body awareness, usin
g our
capacity to give mirrors to
each others.
Awareness has also been rais
ed at the
start of the gathering around
alcohol
and substances use and visi
blity. A
circle of faeries, users and form
er
users, as well as faeries just
showing
interest and support, reflected
on the
place we would collectively
like to make
for alcohol, tobacco, marijua
na, or
other substances / medecin
es during
the gathering. Intentions hav
e then
been shared and welcomed
by the
community. That was an invi
tation to
be considerate, kind and und
erstanding
of everyfaery’s story and not
to assume
that we all have the same rela
tionship
with these substances. My pers
onal
feeling is that process really
helped
in creating a generous and
mindful
atmosphere all gathering long
!
EFAF: Did you have a thème
for the
gathering ?
F: Of course we had one! The
theme of
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their access to economical resources.
We used our magic to convert personal
auction contributions (in euros) into
IFMUs, International Faerie Monetary
Units. Everyfaerie was able to spend
up to 100 IFMUs to purchase items
and services offered in the auction
regardless of the amont of euros they
were willing to offer. Then, they could
anonymously change the IFMUs spent
into the amount of euros they were
willing to offer to support the cause.
It was fun, it was inclusive, it was a
success and we were very happy about
the experience! And we collected 2166€.
This money will be used as a travel fund
for demonstrations and mobilisations
against the quarry. I loved it !
EFAF: Oh my gode! It sounds really
exciting! And a No-Talent Show?
F: Of course! Our annual No Talent Show
was an incredible moment of glamour
and magic on stage! Orchestrated by
Fey, Bal and Toxic, it welcomed on the
stage of the Circus Room performances
of all kinds, from poetry readings to
fake dancing competition, from songs to
hoola hoop, from storytelling to opera,
and of course a great deal of drag
fabulousness! And also some faeries
started to…
EFAF: (interrupting) I’m sorry ma
chérie, I have to cut you short here,
my manucure can’t wait, but that all
sounds like a very lovely gathering !
Thanks for sharing and… byyyye!

*
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DANCING
1 glasses
2 cups
3 plates

IN THIS ORDER
4 cutlery
5 pots
6 pans and casserolles

QUASI MADAM, CACAHUÈTE AND THE PINK GLOVES CREW

FEW DROPS OF

TEA-TREE

OIL...
*

HOW TO AVOID A GATHERING TO CRASH INTO A
MOOUUUNTAIN OF DIRTY DISHES ??? DON’T BUY A
MACHINE, JUST MAKE THE WASHING HOT !

*

This summer gathering, the «washing
shuttle in the sun» has continued its
development becoming a real DISH
DANCING party - involving 8 to 12 dish
dancers & dancing aficionados crowd!!! It
might look like a clique of pink latex fetish
faery-nuts in a foam party, but it works!!!!!
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Thanks to all the disch dancing company! Thanks to
the duo of choreographers for improving everyday the
technique and the autonomy. Thanks for the soloists,
concertmasters, Céline Dion and all chorus girls ;)
Thanks for kitchen soap opera DJs and musicians,
Efthimios and Greek National band.
Thanks for the cutlery, the casseroles and all the
percussive orchestra. Thanks for the bidons turning into
bass drum and flashing lantern light show! Thanks to the
masseurs encouraging the dancers in their degreasing
art. Thanks to all the faeries using only one cup a day
(yes!) And thanks for the entire Pink Gloves Crew who
made it happen 3 TIMES A DAY from morning warmups, to dark night parties…... Let’s do it again :) Like Ru
Paul says : Cover girl! Put the bass in your walk! Head to
toe, let your whole body talk!!! Yoohooooooooooooooooo
*

*of course you don’t have to dress in pink
*

0n s’est bien marré ! Vi ha de skat ! We had some fun!
 ! ףיכ המכ ונל ויהTuvimos un poco de diversión !
We hadden wat leuks doen! !حرملا ضعب انيدل ناك
Wir hatten etwas Spaß !
Bhí roinnt spraoi againn! Είχαμε κάποια διασκέδαση!
Volt egy kis móka! Mali sme nejakú zábavu!
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Parus caudatus (2) | Parus major (1)
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TANTRASTIC GATHERING
2016 AUGUST 21 TO 27

T

he second edition of the Tantrastic Faerie Gathering has been overwhelming with 68 Faeries in total showing
up. Not necessarily at the same time but
in average we were with 60 at Dinners
and Lunches.
We received generous donation, we
thank you for supporting Folleterre
and the many notaflof Faeries. Donations are still welcome (see page “give“
on Folleterre.org).
Again this time there was a lot of
energy, love and creativity to share. Last
year’s 2015
Tantrastic Faerie Gathering was mostly
spiritual with a joyous and playful closing ceremony. This year’s Gathering
had a lot of Summer energy. We were
lucky to have the weather in favour of
us from the 3rd day on to the end with
plenty of sunshine and warm temperatures allowing us to enjoy outdoor
activities like 9 am nude yoga by Faerie
Butterfly from New York, Heart Circles
in the Love Temple, the living house
that was created last Lumber Jane.
Ankh-Aton and I (Wave Rider) arrived
the day prior to the start of the Gathering and we were overwhelmed by the
number of Faeries that were already
present of which a few stayed over
from Summer Gathering. We had to
get already extra supplies from Lure
that day. At the practical dinner and
the breakfast circle the next morning
we found already a lot of support from

Faerie Godmothers (special thanks to
Lanai, Foxie, Kisses, Notre Dame...oops
did I forget someone?) and other
volunteers to help and oversee general activities like maintaining the fire,
watch the water supply, housing, cleaning, laundry, breakfast, kitchen, supplies, waste, hygiene, compost and toilettes...and we appointed a Drag Queen
for the week to organise our well supplied drag bar.
We started everyday with a practical
circle after breakfast. Volunteers stepped forward for lunch, dinner, dish
washing and cleaning. We announced
the workshops for that day, pick up’s
and drop off ’s at Lure Station and discussed practicalities. In principal each
meal was preceded by a practical circle, with rounds of names and practicalities.
Since we were with so many Faeries,
workshops were organised to take place
simultaneously. Only the opening and
closing ceremony were attended by all
Faeries present at that time....yes it was
a bit of a Birdcage this time: «la Cage au
Folle(terre)». Faeries fluttering in and
out, arriving after opening ceremony
and leaving before closing. The fluttering was a constant given especially
before and during practical circles...but
we are Faeries all right :)
Theme for the Tantrastic week was to
recognise and guard our own boundaries and to keep in mind that bounda-
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ries can be discovered and even crossed.
BSUR....Be As yoU Are, guard
￼
your space and give space to others.
And...Be Sure of yourself and your
limits.
The framework for the Gathering
was set in the opening ceremony on
Sunday August 21. Purpose was to be
confronted with nudity, intimacy and
touch in a safe space and to be prepared
for it throughout the whole Gathering.
Maybe this was not completely clear to
those present and we, the facilitators,
realise that this should be explained better in prospected follow up Tantrastic
Faerie Gatherings, especially for those
new in Tantric and/or Faerie space for
that matter.
We gathered on the beach and placed a
precious token at the Tantric Altar. Then
we went on to the meadow, down the
beach where we honoured and called
upon the Winds: North, South, East
and West by giving and receiving energy
through community breathing, being
aware of the present, one with nature,
the elements and Folleterre. After that
we moved together as a Kundalini snake
towards the Friendship room, warm
and intimate; shoes and socks were left
outside. The Kundalini snake was then
guided into three circles: an inner,
middle and outer circle. The middle
circle moved each time one space to
the right and the Faerie in the middle
circle was asked to turn around and
face a Faerie in the outer or inner circle
and would ask him if it was all right to
take one of his clothing and the favour
was returned. This was done with gentle
care, touch, love and respect and continued until all of us were stark naked.
During that movement, an erotic and
intimate atmosphere developed. The
ceremony ended with a naked dance. To

my knowledge this was the first time we
gathered in the Friendship room with
so many Faeries at the same time. We
were with about 50 in that room. No....
we didn’t do a Puppy Pile....
Given the number of Faeries most of
the sessions were organised simultaneously. Following a summary of all
workshops given during this week:
•Information tours of the house and
the land for novice Faeries, as always
by Foxie, thank you my love.
•Early morning yoga, clothing optional
by Butterfly and Ginger at the Sweat
Meadow.
•Heart Circles in the Love Temple and
the Ranch held in French and English.
•Active Tantra Meditation by AnkhAton (Osho Kundalini) and Wave Rider
(Heart Chakra Adventure, based on
Osho movements of the Winds, guided
meditation, exciting the senses and a lot
of touch and intimacy) were given several times during the week.
•Silent walk and Body Exploration by
Thomas.
•Contact Improvisation at the Faerie
Prairie by Chivett.
•Flying Dance body work «Letting Go»
in the Circus room by Chivett.
•Sweat lodge cleaning, building for the
ultimate sweat lodge experience, which
was
held all afternoon on Tuesday during
six rounds of approximate 45 minutes
each.
•Sound Meditation by Twinkle at the
Lake. ￼
•Sound Meditation by Philou at Meditation Rock.
•Kashmiri Touch by Ankh-Aton.
•Adventure of the Faerie Senses by
Ankh-Aton and Wave Rider in the
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tic dancing by Chivett, Embrace and
Hortensia.

Friendship
room.
•Fashion show and Cabaret Dinner
hosted by our fabulous Hades with an
impressive
performance by Theoklymenos who
also performed a remembrance for Elle
and Jacky Monroe and performances by
Slim Squirrel, Fey, Fiesta, Silly, Foxie,
Chivett and others.
•Tantric Massages by Eveline.
•Mandala Drawing by Bindu.
•Cacao and Mud Ceremony by Sparkle
and Brimstone at the Lake.
•Shibari Japanese Bondage by Tigrou at
the Circus room.
•Practical Spirituality by Fey in the
Friendship room.
•Elderly Gathering.
•Musical Improvisation by Lovey David
at Meditation Rock.
And finally the Closing Ceremony
on Friday evening with several Faerie contributions. Closing Diner was
a dressed up party with a beautiful
Tiramisu desert and Champagne.
Then we were invited by Foxie to walk
in procession to the Ancestors Tree.
Arrived there we were welcomed by a
singing Fey, supported by the beautiful
sounds of the Conch by Slim Squirrel
and pantomime «Comedia del’Arte»
by Fiesta and Silly. We experienced a
worship, cleansing and healing Kundalini energy ceremony, guided by Égrégoressss in French, translated in English
by Wave. Then we went on in procession to the Faerie Prairie. Gathered
around a bonfire where Joy declaimed
a coming out letter to his parents with
support from Lovey David on the guitar.
Caresses performed Divina, Ankh-Aton
guided Prana Yama Breathing, Singing
Bowls played and we enjoyed acroba-

Like last year, the Gathering also had
to face some bad luck. Lanai fell badly
and injured his ribs. He was brought
with an ambulance to Vesoul, but is
recovering being able to smile again, as
reported by Foxie. He is being nursed
by Faeries at Folleterre.
In conclusion, this year’s edition of
the Tantrastic Faerie Gathering was
overwhelming, energetic, sensual, creative, joy-full, play full, delicious, sexy
with a very high response also from
new Faeries and Tantrica’s from all
Winds like USA, Ecuador, Argentina,
Israël, Germany, Belgium, Switzerland,
the UK, Italy, Spain, France, Australia, Portugal and Holland. And not to
forget, thank you all Breakfast, Lunch
and Dinner Mums for the nourishing
and always beautiful and tasty meals,
always with a choice for special food
requirements.

*
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MEDITATION IN MOVEMENT BY HEIDI

THE 5 ELEMENTS
OF TAI CHI
ALSO FOUND IN CHI GONG

*

THIS TAI CHI FORM IS ALSO CALLED “HARMONY” AND CONTENTS ELEMENTAL
PARTS OF MUCH LONGER TAI CHI FORMS, LIKE:GROUNDING, CENTERING, YIN
AND YANG RELAXATION VERSUS STRAIN AND COMBINES BREATHING AND
MOVEMENT.

*

It starts with the element WATER followed by WOOD (form
of a tree) ; then FIRE for transformation into EARTH (also
mentioned: taking/harvesting and giving/sharing) and
METAL (deep down from the earth) !
When you lift your arms you breath in (through the nose);
downwards out (through the mouth) moving backwards in;
moving forward out: always connected like being in a flow!!
It is supposed to support you in letting go, without thinking,
concentrating on your movement and breathing, harmonising
the functions of your organs and refreshing your mind. You
can practise it any time...
You can check the video on YouTube: Five Elements Exercise Tai Chi, Qi Gong, post by Fightingisyourfriend.
ENJOY!!
LOVE & PEACE
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1. Lagarto tizón Gallotia galloti
Solamente en Tenerife y La Palma. Machos muy oscuros, hembras más claras.
1a. Macho del N de Tenerife.
1b. Hembra.
2. Lagarto de Boettger o de Lehrs Gallotia caesaris
Solamente en El Hierro y La Gomera. Más pequeño que el Lagarto tizón y machos a menudo en gran parte negruzcos.
1a. Macho.
1b. Hembra.
3. Lagarto atlántico Gallotia atlantica
E de las Canarias, donde es el único lacértido nativo. Pequeño (menos de 11cm desde el hocico a la cloaca); escamas
del dorso muy ásperas.
1a. Macho de Lanzarote (G. a. Atlantica).
1b. Hembra.
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ROAD TRIP BY SHOKTI

BELTANE GATHERING
GRAN CANARIA
2016 MAY 1 TO 8

G

ran Canaria, Raices de Corvo 1
Gathering Beltane 2016

ST

Eight Faeries gathered in a green
forested mountain valley on the north
of Gran Canaria to explore the potential
of Radical Faerie space on the island at
the first ever Canarian gathering.
Most of us 8 were ‘seasoned’ faeries,
one was at their first gathering and one
their second. Others had registered for
the gathering but in the end not made
it along.
We gathered at Raices de Corvo, ‘the
Roots of the Crow’, a piece of land
owned by the Spanish mother of gathering organiser Kairos Nettle. Corvo is
a hillside district above the picturesque
town of Moya, rich in vegetation and
colourful floral delights due to receiving
sufficient rainfall from the clouds that
roll into the valley from the sea. Orange
and lemon trees grow on the land,
which is also home to mountain caves,
a faerie forest, and a ritual ground,
in which is now planted the first ever
Radical Faerie Beltane May Pole in the
Canary Islands.
May, the landowner, is part of a network
of people exploring the shamanic energies of the island, which sets out to
connect to and reclaim the ancient,
pre-Spanish, spirit of the place. She
joined in our Beltane MayPole ceremony, reporting in it that her conver-

sations with the Great Spirit of Corvo
about the Faeries coming to the land
had brought her inner peace.
We eight faeries had arrived on the
island from France, UK, Switzerland
and Italy, excited to spend Beltane in
a sub-tropical setting. There was a fair
amount of expectation in the air that
such a setting would mean lots of hot
sunshine, but it’s possible some faeries had not read in the gathering call
about the climate of that part of the
island: Being on the mountainside on
the north of Gran Canaria meant that
although we were far from northern
Europe the weather on May 1st was
exceptionally similar to how it can be
at Folleterre at this time. The day was
cool, overcast and we just managed
two rounds of dancing at the MayPole before the fog came in and the
rain arrived. There was no big Beltane
fire celebration that night – as Beltane
gatherers the world over discovered,
May 1st this year, under a waning
moon in water sign, inward focussed,
Pisces led to a calmer, and more introverted than usual, celebration. Beltane
is really a Full Moon festival, and this
year the energies of the Beltane season
only really kicked in once New Moon
in Taurus arrived on May7th, leading to
Full Moon climax on the 21st.
We were on the island to explore the
potential of Faerie energy there. A
day trip to the mass consumer culture
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of Maspalomas on the south of the
island, where we were able to soak up
the unbroken hot sunshine for many
hours, affirmed to us the value of community space, and opened the dream
that a holistic, healing sanctuary could
exist on the island as an alternative to
the alcohol fuelled hedonism and sexual
consumerism of the gay scene, which
exists there in some kind of eternal suspension in time. This is not to deny the
fun and play that goes on in that scene,
it is not to replace it – this is more about
offering the next stage, the next step, as
queer people move into greater awareness of who we are, spiritually as well
as sexually.
The faerie group was not of one mind
regarding the question of whether we
were there for a fully-fledged gathering
or more of a holiday. We sat down for a
heart circle in the morning sunshine on
the day after our Beltane ceremony and
it emerged that some of us would prefer
to simply BE in faerie space than work
to BUILD it via heart sharing. Most
of us were coming from a background
of Albion Faerie gatherings in the UK,
where large numbers of people make it
easy for the energy to stay strong and
heart-connected even though not all
participate in the ritual work (heart circle) of creating and sustaining it. We
chose not to have regular heart circles,
and after the first sharing there were
only minimal check ins from this point
on. We co-existed together mostly happily in the space, but as the days went
by and the grip of the dark moon took
hold of us, the lack of heart circle seems
to have produced a situation where
we were each travelling more or less
alone into our own feelings and energy
bodies. Cool, cloudy days and damp,
cold nights added to the internal pull
that the dark moon was bringing. I am
left feeling that while I did great work

for myself on the energy planes during
these days I was not able to share the
process properly with the other gatherers, nor did I really know what was
going on for them. This is moving my
mind to the conclusion that to exist in
faerie space with such a small group a
daily heart sharing is ESSENTIAL…
some people seem to think heart circle is about exposing ourselves, about
sharing our deepest, darkest secret
feelings (it’s not, unless they are what
are coming up for us in the moment).
Heart circle is about honouring each
other by giving each other the space
to share what is going on for us in the
here and now, by being willing to listen,
unconditionally, non-judgmentally,
from the heart. The sacred nature of
this action is really all a gathering needs
to create the faerie tribal environment
– rituals and workshops are boosters
to the space, but it is heart sharing
that forms it. When the heart sharing
doesn’t happen, the tribe becomes a
group of individuals going through the
motions but failing to deepen connection and form an emotionally bonded
unit.
This means that unspoken, unshared
feelings have to find their own way out
into the open, which will inevitably be
tricky.
Dark Moon invites us to explore our
deep inner feelings and processes,
ready for renewal at New Moon.
We are not accustomed, as rational,
modern humans, to doing this – but
this is a gift that faerie space can offer
us, if we are brave enough and willing
to take the plunge. Living outside on
the land, 24 hours a day, in community,
intensifies the energies of the Moon.
As Faeries our connection to nature’s
cycles are the key to growth and healing, but unfortunately the group
had become quite individualised by

THERE, RAÍCES DE CORVO!

ROAD TRIP BY SHOKTI

the end of the gathering, so when the
Taurean New Moon arrived bringing
relief of the inward pressure, for some
of us that relief became associated with
the end of the gathering, and escaping
the challenging climatic conditions of
Corvo, rather than rebirth in ourselves.
Not every faerie wants, or is ready, to
take the kind of internal journey of
self- exploration such a small gathering during a waning moon invites
us to experience. We went on many
trips into and around the island that
boosted the sense of being on holiday,
but didn’t bring enough sun exposure
to satisfy the needs of all. The discovery of a naturist beach, wild and isolated, in the north of the island, came
late in the gathering – this could be a
valuable asset to gatherings at Corvo,
a local hotspot that sun-deprived northern Europeans can easily reach. The
epic journey to the sun-soaked, commercially developed, south proved just
too big a task to take on more than once
during the time there.
We went to explore the potential of faerie energy on the island and we chose
not to pull ourselves into a rigorous,
structured programme of heart sharing
and self-exploration. We balanced the

energies of gathering and holiday, and
I for one came away very well rested
from the time on the land, physically
and spiritually recharged, ready for the
next steps into summer 2016, reminded
that Nature is the true healer.
A future gathering at Corvo could
benefit from a more guided, structured
approach. Daily heart circles are probably a must – an agreement amongst
the group that it is there to share and
develop an emotional, spiritual container, seems necessary. Trips to absorb
baking heat from the sun fire and
ocean water energy from the sea are
an essential balance to the earth and
(often somewhat cool) air spirit on the
land. Facilities on the land are basic,
and shelter from the elements limited it is hard to see how a larger gathering
would work there at the moment. But
for a small group that wants to be close
to nature, that accepts and welcomes
ALL the elemental energies (not just
the sunny ones), and that wishes to
journey into a place of deeper connection to self and community, the location is magical and rich in potential.
Viva Canarias. Viva Corvo. Viva Faerie. The journey never ends.
Shokti 21/05/2016
*
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WATERLILIES GATHERING HUGARY 2016

MATA HARI

IMMERSION BY MATA HARI

WATERLILIES GATHERING IN HUNGARY
2016 AUGUST 31 TO SEPTEMBER 4

“We spent some lovely days in Hungary to have time for ourselves and
to relax at the wonderful warm
thermal lake of Hévíz – the largest
natural thermal lake in the world.
An amazing and healing experience
was awaiting us amidst shiny fragrant water lilies and mud.
and we brought some Faerie Energy
to an “Eastern” European Country
and we will continue our Radical
Faerie/Eurofaerie VISIONS process.”

H

ow can I find words for something
that I do not want to describe because it
left me so harmonious and so beautiful.
I wish all of you could make this experience yourself. It’s the first time ever
that I don’t feel a bit exhausted after a
gathering that I organized and that I
don’t feel strange when I enter again
civilisation. I could delve into another
world I did not know before. I feel like
woven into a cocoon of soft glittering
wool and fairy dust, which went into
my brain and through my blood. But
in fact, it is a world of real elements,
it is the world of water and colours in
combination, a world of flowers and
waterlilies and mud and I feel just
peace in me. It is the first gathering
where I have nearly been more inside
than outside water or it at least feels
like that. I felt like a Neptune baby after
Sky waved me gently into the uterus of

my mother. After having lost my fear
of water I first became a dolphin and
a whale and then a mermaid. I could
hear real giant whales singing under
the water after Geo has waved my floating body to his lungs. I could see and
feel the power and spirit of the pinkest
waterlilies who rise higher and more
gaily forward out of the water than any
other flower I ever saw before. I feel
more like I spent a week in Hawaii than
in an eastern European country. I still
see so many colours in my mind and
my spirit is so satisfied even though we
only had one big heart circle. I felt like
I have performed a new life as flowers
although we had no Know Talent Show.
I feel gratitude and I feel “that’s what
friends are for” more than ever. I got
to know wonderful new Faeries and
Pixies whatever gender they are. I find
no words to criticise anything because
all was too much paradise for me. We
had enough time to balance conflicts,
to give the new ones time to find harmony again after overwhelming emotions and we all left as mutual friends.
We spent most of the time in total
green environment and muddy water,
although it was an urban gathering.
We ate great food and felt hospitality
although we could hear that some tourists left the space after we - the giggling
and each other touching “rats” - have
entered the mud pool. But in the end
we spread lots of healing Faerie energy
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to all the people around us and into the
waterlilies channels. While floating each
other in shimmering and muddy water

all started to do the same. From the first
moment amid my waterlilies I did not
want to be anywhere else in the world.

Floating with other Faeries in the most beautiful nature – what else can I wish for?
The Gathering in Hungary was great. We have proved that it is possible even in
public places, if we stick to the usual social rules and that it is possible even in an
authoritarian Eastern European country. We (Mata Hari and me) are willing to
organize next year a Faerie Gathering in Romania for the first time, in Transylvania:
The «Dracula Gathering” in a mountain hut near Bran Castle (near Kronstadt) in
August 2017 (before or after the Global Gathering in Fatherstone).
Red Rose + Mata Hari
April 4, 2016.
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PLANT WISDOM BY JUNIS

MORUS NIGRA

BRAMBLE FRUITS

BLACK BERRY
*
BATTLING COLDS, FLUE AND DIGESTIVE PROBLEMS
WITH HERBS FROM THE LAND

*
The plant that we find all around Folleterre,
and which will certainly takes over in case
we let it go, with its strong root system,
prickly leaves and stems, beautiful pink or
white flowers and tasty black fruits, is the
bramble, or black berry.

Morus Nigra

LIFE AT THE SANCTUARY

The fact that it is so hard to fight tells
something about its properties : Good to
boost our own resistance, because it is so
rich in vitamines (A and C) and minerals,
such as iron, calcium and phosphor, also
some acids, flavon glycocides, tannins,
bitter substances and mucilages.
The plant stimulates life force, resistance
against infections, and builds up especially
when you feel a cold or flue coming up.
Iron enriches blood, it stimulates and
cleanses digestion and stops diarrhea
.Simply cut up a few dark green, ripe, leaves
with a scissor, add boiling water, cover cup
and wait for 5 minutes before drinking.
Repeat 3 times daily. For the tincture, I
prepare every year, and which is available
in the natural medicine cabinet; take 10
drops 3 times daily on water. When affected
by a cold or flue already, take 5 or 6 times
daily. To make an even stronger mix, add
Plantago, nettle tops or leaves, calendula
flowers from the herbal garden together
with chamomile (when available).

*

Dear Faeries,

128 Letter

FROM WALNUT

*

Everybody knows that Faeries have a way of finding and
connecting each other, but recently a Faerie made a visit
way up here at the Northern edge of the Continent for our
local queer film festival.
Many of you probably already know his films “The
Cockettes” and “We Were Here” but I think many
Folleterre faeries will enjoy his fascinating new project as
much as I did—he is conducting in depth heart-circle-like
interviews with gay elders and helping to make intergenerational connections. Check it out:
http://davidweissmanfilms.com/new-project/
During his visit, I learned from David about an incredible
conference that took place in 1976, called “Faggots
and Class Struggle.” As a citizen of the Empire, like
many millions of others I am personally very disturbed
and anxious about the question that will be answered
in November: not “whether-or-not” but indeed “thedegree-to-which” fascism will play a role in the officially
acceptable politics of the world’s most powerful nation.
I have found some solace in knowing that there have
now been generations of Faeries personally engaging
in the struggle, and that by tapping into their wisdom
and enriching, fertilizing, and growing our own, we can
prepare for the uncertainties that the future brings.
The conference report is available to download here:
https://itwascuriosity.wordpress.com/2012/12/11/aconference-report-faggots-and-class-struggle-1976/
conference-report-faggots-and-class-struggle/
Finally, since Autumn rapidly approaches, I will share
with everyone a recipe for a special Autumn dessert that
is unfortunately not so common in France. I promise to
make it for everyone who joins us for LumberJanes, but
in case you can’t make it at home.
With Love from the heart,
					Walnut
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Strix aluco
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MATA HARI

In Memoriam + Angel walk
Mata Hari

W

e had to bear huge personal losses in recent
months. El / Leo and his land, the Austrian
Sanctuary, the little sister of Folleterre, which it
was for 4 years, have left us forever. El was like a
second sister to me in order to create the Radical
Faeries in Austria. Without her/him we would
not have done it all. To commemorate her/
him and the land, I have called for a Memorial
Circle around the Ancestors Tree, in which we
also became painfully aware of other losses. It
was very emotional, as was also mourned about
Jackie Monroe, who at my first Gathering in
Terschelling in 2009 gave me a sweater with the
inscription «Bad Girl», which I was wearing at
every gathering since then. Also the death of
David Bowie and Prince felt very close to the
heart. They had so enriched and inspired our
lives in terms of breaking taboos with the clichés
of man and women and playful use of the sexes,
including awakening the gender art. We begged
for respect around the world. The world should
thereby accept us as we are, and more. I was
finally able to finish my strong feelings for the

FOLLETERRE

Sanctuary in Austria, all negative and conflicted
energy, to leave my grief behind and search for
a new Sanctuary. I wanted to let new positive
energy flow through me and create space for
new visions and spaces to make a fresh start.
We called all the names again into the forest
and wrote our thoughts and wishes on a piece
of paper in order to perpetuate them at the
Ancesters Tree or hand them over to the fire.
Finally, after 9 years of Faerie Gatherings, I got
to experience my first Angel Walk in the evening
after. It was a paradise of touches, hands, kissing,
whispering sweet nothings, hugs, and healing
energy. Angels on Earth. Faeries on Earth.
Heaven on Earth.
It was wonderful to feel and be able to experience
all this with your eyes closed. We came from our
Father (Bindu) to Mother Earth (Greenman).
And we were again assured honestly, that we
are loved, from the universe, and our Faerie
community. At the campfire thereafter we could
each get closer and warm each other.
To be able to experience all this in one evening,
has justified the arduous journey to Folleterre,
as always… Long live Folleterre!
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MUCH FAERIES

LOCAL RADICAL LIFE OUTSIDE SANCTUARIES

W

e asked some faeries to tell
us about their glamorous lives outside
the Sanctuary, here are some local
news from Israel (Canaan), Marseille,
Vienna, Paris, London, Barcelona and
Copenhagen!

BRUXELLES FRESH DYNAMIC
from FB
See on les amis de Folleterre Facebook
page how Bruxelles starts to be feary
dynamic !

COPENHAGEN Viking Faeries Life
from Green Man
In Copenhagen, The Viking Faeries,
have the last year done two weekend
gatherettes in a cottage in the countryside, besides we’re done every month
or two a dinner and a heart circle. We
have also went out together for parties
or concerts and stuff like that. This
fall we’ll do a full day of hunting for
mushrooms together, then dinner and
then heart circle.
We’re collecting stuff for a collective
drag bag, we’re thinking of doing an
auction to raise money for drums,
we’re aiming to do another gatherette
soon and we’re dreaming of doing a larger sale gathering in Denmark at some
point.
Join the facebook page : Copenhagen
Radical Faeries

MARSEILLE FAERIE INSPIRATIONS
from Galactica
Coucou Lub :)
Et bien moi je ne vois pas vraiment
d’autres fées à Marseille mais je me suis
totalement inspirée des faeries pour animer des workshops de relaxation creative. (Coloriage sur image de cul, et prochainement méditation guidée et yoga
déguise en pute) principalement à destination d’un public féminin qui en chie
à Marseille (mais c’est des workshops
inclusifs) . Prochainement je prévois de
faire un guide d’auto gynécologie. J’en
suis donc plus au «recrutement» si je
puis dire :) vu qu’il n’y a pas des masses
de fées dans le coin.
Je sais pas si je suis hors sujet ou quoi...
J’espère que tu vas bien, vous me manquez, bises à toi et foxy.
In her letter, Galactica shares the
creativity inspired by faeriedom that
she develops in Marseille, facilitating
relaxation workshops including porn
drawing and coloring, guided meditations and yoga classes dressed as a
prostitute, mainly for a female public
struggling in the macho Marseille,
but inclusive of all. Next step will be
to run a self-gynecological workshop
and recruiting faeries around the city
while they seem quite rare here… She
hopes we are doing well and misses us.
We miss you too sister !

RADICAL FAERIEDOM
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FAERIE LIFE IN VIENNA, AUSTRIA
AND CENTRAL EUROPE THIS
YEAR
from Mata Hari
At the beginning of the year we had
to cope with the death of EL/Leo and
we organized a big Memorial circle at
a public place in Vienna, I organized a
reading for her called «Radiant light»
in her favorite Bar and we had meetings
to start an association like the «friends
of Folleterre» with members and statutes to get the chance to buy her land.
We organized all the donations but at
the end it was sold to a friend of her and
not to the Faeries. I also did a reading
in the gay bookshop in Vienna from my
book: Rise Like A Faerie.
Then we had to organize the Waterlilies Gathering, the first Gathering in
Hungary ever at the biggest and warmest thermal lake of the world. It was
so amazing that we decided to organize
another one next year in Rumania, in
Transylvania.
We also have Heart Circles nearly
every 2 or 3 months here, at home
or in parks, we celebrate some birthdays at home and we visite a space
called «Sonnenland» (Sun Land) in
Vienna that we can use as a new kind of
urban sanctuary or as a place for Faerie
Events or gatherettes in the future. Since
the loss of Els Land we are looking for
a new sanctuary outside of Vienna at
the border to our eastern neighbouring
countries.
We contact each other (also about Mee-

tings in Vienna) not only via phone,
sms or our Facebook group «Austrian
Faeries», and our Website www.radicalfaeries.at, but also via our monthly
NEWSLETTER for about 130 People
till now, which I am sending out to
Faeries and Friends who are interested
in all around Austria and Europe. You
can get on this list if you send an email
to: faerietreffen(at)hotmail.com.
PARISIAN FAERIEDOM
from EFAF
A lot of new Faeries in Paris recently
joined the Folleterre dynamic and the
faery life in the french capital is now
growing ! Over the last year we gathered for heart circles, movies, crepe parties, dinners, potlucks, bar or art shows
rendez-vous and pic-nics in parcs.
We had equinox ritual and dinner as
well as rituals for the deads. We went
to saunas and to gay cruising spots in
parcs to spread some glamour and love
in the gay mainstream community.
We also cooked and helped with other
queer organisations (the UEEH and the
Queer Food for Love) to support queer
activism and to spread glitter around…
Wishing the seeds will grow and that
regular faerie activities will flourish !
We communicate with each other
through the mailing list : “les fees de
France” (to subscribe send a blank
email to lesfeesdefrance-subscribe@
yahoogroups.fr and reply with a blank
message to the confirmation message
you will receive ! Or join the (not

HERE AND THERE
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very active) French Faeries facebook
page. Join the list if you want to keep
updated ! With love from the heart !

LONDON FAERIE CIRCLE
from Shokti
In London there are frequent faerie
heart circles and drum circles.
Drum circles are usually at full moons,
can attract over 60 people some times.
We explore the moon energies, drum,
dance, dress up and let our emotions
express freely. Get on the mailing list
to receive announcements: sign up at
www.albionfaeries.org.uk

FAERIE SEED PLANTED IN BARCELONA
from exclusive reporter Foxie 2000
Barcelona is blessed with the seeds
planted by faeries gathering together
more and more. September was full
of faeries coming together for beach
parties and dinners. We had a lovely
ritual under the full moon to welcome
the magic of the faeries together with

sharing our intentions and a glass of
cava wine! We went together to one
of the city gay saunas, circling in the
jacuzzi sharing love and warmth and
positive energy, the whole experience
felt transformative! The Barcelona
group is small but the city is ready!
The facebook page : September faeries
in Barcelona! Has been very helpful in
connecting each other…

BERLIN’S GONNA GROW
from BASIC
Hey Faeries,
Here some short information about the
Faeries in Berlin:
Regular heart circles, parlor game
nights and movie nights.
Once a year we host a No Talent Show
(this year it’s on November 19th)
Events are announced in the Facebook
group «Berlin Radical Faeries».
As a contact you can give my email
address: leo.brown(at)gmx.com

RADICAL FAERIEDOM
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SAL

Poem

Barcelona is finally finding its place in the fae-sphere.
September saw so many faeries creating space here;
some visiting, some living, some in between. There’s
a taste of freshness here and it’s a taste we’re all too
keen to let manifest. Barcelona Faeries are growing
with every energy that passes through or stops and
stays. I hope I can express to you how exciting it is to
see this seedling fill the soil around us.
Tremendous love, Sal.

I can see a ripe wave,
swallowing ripples
for momentum.
The smoky skies
at midnight promise
us a new Sun
in the footsteps of the new Moon,
with a beginning tucked inside.
Circles on a terrace
where we look up
through glasses
of sangria and
cups of olives,
speaking in wishes.
Let’s feed the wave
till it fills these
wide paths with
queer-connection.

RADICAL FAERIEDOM

Bigger, bigger.
We can be a charged,
magnetic spot.
There are witches
in the centre
drawing a dawn
in the sand,
tracing a line
they always knew was there
but never let form.
Silk, tapas, visitors,
beaches and breakfast.
New and old
in a city shifting
spells to a shape
almost tangible,
guiding the wave.

HERE, BARCELONA!
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Lovey David

H

ey sisters, here’s what’s happening in Israel
(Canaan).
We call ourselves Canaanite Faeries. Canaan is
how Israel was named at the time of the bible
when tribes used to live here one next to the
other.
Three years ago we started our shared journey,
growing quickly to a state of having 70-100
people per gathering. We meet seven times a
year and we are a tribe, a family.
We are constantly meeting each other thanks to
the accessibility of our geography and our need
to be together, creating a queer Faerie alternative
here at the sometimes complicated reality.

Village. Nature is calling us.
We have found Adamama. Adamama is a
permaculture farm at the south of Israel. Faeries
now live there building a place where we could
flourish together.
It took courage, but we left our private homes
to move in together. We decided to have faith
in each other, a full trust and this is the real
miracle in this story.
Together we explore spirituality, permaculture,
peace, sexuality, art, healing, performance and
more…

*
WINTER GATHERING
5th - 25th Dember 2016

A

Last year we established our first Great Circle,
founding our stewards group (We call ourselves
servants) and we have decided to go on for a
dream of creating a Faerie Sanctuary at the

n international Winter Gathering will be
held at Israel starting from the 5th of December,
reaching its pick at the 25 of Dec at Christmas.
In order to help creating the Faerie Magic in
our new place we are welcoming international
Faeries to come join us to make Adamama a

RADICAL FAERIEDOM

HERE, ADAMAMA!

*

Sanctuary for the world tribe.
We wish to create a reality where Adamama
is a Sanctuary for every Faerie in the world,
providing the unique magic we feel here which
we cannot name.
*
Please contact me if you feel a call in your heart
to come join us at this historic time.
We are the revolution; we rest upon the wings
of life. Folleterre has been an incredible source
of inspiration to us. Our hearts are constantly
pounding with excitement.
We sit together at evening, looking at the fire
and the stars, thinking about all the Faeries we
miss from Folleterre, channeling your energies,
your touch, your wisdom, do you feel us feeling
you?
Love you to pieces,
Lovey David, your contact for this gathering.
*
Here is my mail: duduyzhaki(@)gmail.com
& my FB: https://www.facebook.com/
dududavid
*
SEE YOU IN DECEMBER!
*
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LUBE SKYWALKER

I

was sent forth from the power,
and I have come to those who reflect upon me,
and I have been found among those who seek after me.
Look upon me, you (pl.) who reflect upon me,
and you hearers, hear me.
You who are waiting for me, take me to yourselves.
And do not banish me from your sight.
And do not make your voice hate me, nor your
hearing.
Do not be ignorant of me anywhere or any time. Be on
your guard!
Do not be ignorant of me.
For I am the first and the last.
I am the honored one and the scorned one.
I am the whore and the holy one.
I am the wife and the virgin.
I am mother and the daughter.
I am the members of my mother.
I am the barren one
and many are her sons.
I am she whose wedding is great,
and I have not taken a husband.
I am the midwife and she who does not bear.
I am the solace of my labor pains.
I am the bride and the bridegroom,
and it is my husband who begot me.
I am the mother of my father
and the sister of my husband,
and he is my offspring.
[…]
I am the silence that is incomprehensible
and the idea whose remembrance is frequent.
I am the voice whose sound is manifold
and the word whose appearance is multiple.
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’

ai été envoyée depuis le pouvoir
Et je suis venue vers celles et ceux qui se reflètent en moi
Et j’ai été trouvé parmi ceux qui me cherche
Regarde moi, toi qui te reflète en moi
Et vous qui écouter, écouter moi
Vous qui m’entendez, prenez-moi avec vous
Et ne me chasser pas de votre regard
Et fais que ta voix, ni tes oreilles ne me haïssent
Ne m’ignore pas à tout moment et en tous lieux
Soit sur tes gardes
N’ignore pas mon existence
Car je suis la première et la dernière
Je suis celle qui reçoit les honneurs et celles qui est méprisée
Je suis la prostituée et la Sainte
Je suis l’épouse est la vierge
Je suis la mère et la fille
Je suis les bras de ma mère
Je suis la stérile
et nombreuses sont mes filles
Je suis celle dont les noces sont grandioses,
et je ne suis pas mariée
Je suis l’accoucheuse et celle qui n’enfante pas
Je suis l’apaisement des douleurs de l’enfantement
Je suis l’épouse et l’époux,
et c’est mon mari qui m’a mise au monde
Je suis la mère de mon père
Et la sœur de mon mari
Et il est ma progéniture
[…]
Je suis le silence qui est incompréhensible
Et l’idée dont le souvenir est fréquent
Je suis la voix dont le son est clair
Et le mot dont l’apparence est multiple

SACRED FEMINISM

I am the utterance of my name.
You who deny me, confess me,
and you who confess me, deny me.
You who tell the truth about me, lie about me,
and you who have lied about me, tell the truth about me.
You who know me, be ignorant of me,
and those who have not known me, let them know me.
For I am knowledge and ignorance.
I am shame and boldness.
I am shameless; I am ashamed.
I am strength and I am fear.
I am fight and pacification.
Give heed to me.
I am the one who is disgraced and the great one.
[…]
Do not hate my obedience
and do not love my self-control.
In my weakness, do not forsake me,
amd do not be afraid of my power.
For why do you despise my fear
and curse my pride?

Je suis l’invocation de mon propre nom
Toi qui me renie, confie-toi à moi
Toi qui te confie, renie-moi
Toi qui dis la vérité à mon sujet, ments sur moi
Toi qui a menti sur moi, dis la vérité à mon sujet
Toi qui me connaît, ignore–moi
Et à ceux qui ne m’ont pas connu, laisser-les me rencontrer
Car je suis la connaissance et l’ignorance
Je suis la honte et l’assurance
Je suis fière et honteuse
Je suis la force et la peur
Je suis le combat est l’apaisement
Considère-moi
Je suis celle qui est tombé en disgrâce et je suis celle qui est grande
[…]
Ne rejette pas ma soumission
Et n’aime pas ma discipline
Dans ma faiblesse, ne m’abandonne pas
Et ne sois pas effrayé par ma puissance

But I am she who exists in all fears
and strength in trembling.
I am she who is weak,
and I am well in a pleasant place.
I am senseless and I am wise.
I am the one whom you have pursued,
and I am the one whom you have seized.
I am the one you have scattered,
and you have gathered me together.
I am the one before whom you have been ashamed,

RADICAL FAERIEDOM

[…]
Je suis celle que tu as cherché
Et je suis celle que tu as cueilli
Je suis de celles que tu as dispersé
Es-tu m’a réuni
Je suis celle devant qui tu as ressenti de la honte
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and you have been shameless to me.
I am she who does not keep festival,
and I am she whose festivals are many.
I, I am godless,
and I am one whose God is great.
[…]
(For)
[I am] control and the uncontrollable.
I am the union and the dissolution.
I am the abiding and the dissolving.
I am the one below,
and they come up to me.
I am the judgment and the acquittal.
I, I am sinless,
and the root of sin derives from me.
I am lust in (outward) appearance,
and interior self-control exists within me.
I am the hearing that is attainable to everyone
and the speech that cannot be grasped.
I am a mute who does not speak,
and great is the multitude of my words.
Hear me in gentleness, and learn of me in roughness.
I am she who cries out,
and I am cast out on the face of the earth.
I prepare the bread and my mind within.
I am the knowledge of my name.
I am one who cries out,
and I listen.
I appear and [...] walk in [...] seal of my [...].
I am [...] the defense [...].
I am the one who is called Truth,
and iniquity [...].
*
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Et tu t’en es débarrassé
devant moi.
Je suis celle qui ne festoie pas
Et celle dans les festivités sont nombreuses
Car je suis sans Dieu
Et je suis celle pour qui la divinité est grande
[…]
(Car)
Je suis le contrôle et je suis incontrôlable
Je suis l’union et la dissolution
Je suis la retenue et la débauche
[…]

Je suis la luxure ce manifestant
Et l’ascèse existe moi
[…]

Écoute-moi dans la douceur, apprends de moi dans la
brutalité
Je suis celle qui hurle, et j’ai été jeté à la face du monde
[…]
Je suis la propre connaissance de mon nom
[…]
*
Extracts from THUNDER: PERFECT MIND, 4th century AC poem
from the Dead Sea Scrolls.
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Luby by Le Lee

RADICAL FAERIEDOM

Le Lee by Luby

INSPIRATION

All the Faeries that you have loved
have something I recognize
Some quietness in their eyes

160 Closure Song
LUBY & SOL

INSPIRED BY «LE BANQUET» BY CAMILLE (SEE ON YOUTUBE)
SUNG BY GREEN LEAF & LUBE AT A NON TALENT SHOW

Toutes les fées que tu as aimées, je les reconnais
Quelque chose dans leurs regards, se tait
Chaque fée que tu as laissée, seules sur leur duvet
Recevra de ma part un bouquet

Each Faerie that you have left
Alone in their bed cover
Will receive from me a flower
It is sweet
So sweet to comfort you
All the Faeries that you have loved
have something I recognize
In there hair your sweet image shines
Each Faerie that you have hurt
I will honor her
Silently I will lick her wounds

Il est doux de s’empouvoirer,

It is sweet
So sweet to comfort you

Toutes les fées que tu as aimées, je les reconnais
Ton reflet, dans leurs cheveux, me plait
Chaque fée que tu as blessée, je la flatterai
En silence je lècherai ses plaies

All the Faeries that you have loved
Even in secret
Create a strange mirror effect

Il est doux De s’empouvoirer
Toutes les fées qui tu as aimé, même en secret,
Quel étrange jeu de miroir, se créé
Chaque fée que tu as quittée, je l’inviterai,
À se rendre au grand banquet, où toutes les fées qui t’on aimé,
Ne donneront sans se priver, à ton grand cœur éparpillé,
De longs et langoureux baisers.
FOLLETERRE

Each Faerie that you have left
Will be invited to the great banquet,
Where all the Faeries that loved you
Will take your heart’s troubles away
With kisses make you new.
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You just had the first Faeriepedia experience! The page on

the left is for you to use and enjoy writing, drawing or simply
firktytoodling!
Feel free to send us your recipes, pictures, artwork, archives,
poetry, thoughts and magical spells and we will be so delighted
to include them in the next newsletter: secretary(at)folleterre.org
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